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Bring on the tangles!In Zen Doodle Oodles of Doodles, you'll find even more stunning doodle

art from all around the world. With more than 100 original designs, you're sure to love these

gorgeous patterns brimming with the latest tangles and techniques that will inspire your

doodling dreams. Then take your tangles to the next level with step-by-step instructions for

creating everything from traditional doodle tiles to Zendala, to your favorite tangled art; it's all

here!You'll also discover the stories behind each creative tangle and immerse yourself into a

world of doodle intrigue. So what are you waiting for? It's time to get your doodle on! • 100+

Zen doodled art pieces from 48 artists • Step-by-step instructions to help you on your

doodling journey • Featuring a special Spotlight Artist section where you can get up close and

personal with some of your favorite Zen doodle artists



ZEN DOODLEOodles of Doodlesedited byTONIA JENNYCincinnati, OHThank you for

purchasing this Artist Network eBook.Sign up for our newsletter and receive special offers,

access to free content, and information on the latest new releases and must-have art

resources! Plus, receive a coupon code to use on your first purchase from for signing up.or

visit us online to sign up atContentsSpecial OffersWhat You NeedIntroductionpart oneZen

Doodle InspirationSpherical ReflectionPatchworkCornucopiaBird of PrayEye SpyGraceUnder

the SeaUpside Down catsHeartsComedy-Tragedy Zen MasksIn BloomHeART

DoodleZentangle Bird Series – FlyingSpiralinksZentangle Bird Series – SingingZentangle Bird

Series – RestingDirectionsClydeTangle Within a TangleIn the Key of DoodleZen

ColorwheelPeas in a PodWhirled PeaceSeashellSafe PassageThe TreeGrandma’s QuiltCactus

DrumsAll Curves and ColorFeathersMoon FlowersGypsy SkirtBridgen AgainQuib

QuipLeafSaturday, February 22LeafSeahorseProvidence FloralArrow

FengleBirdieOwlTreeSymphony on GreyRosetangle: 3 Blooms and PurkRosetangle: 2lip

+2Queen’s Bloom3 A-TwirlWindows of SummerLast ChanceLooking for SunMorning

BloomsFull BloomBeTall Fir TreesOceanThanksgivingThorns & RosesCalavera of

FlowersCircular ThinkingNautilusSwirls Upon SwirlsArabSea HorseLover’s MazeOpening

OutPinwheels and WhirligigsLetterform Lover’s NightmareSpring Is in the AirDot to DotLife

Blooming, Life ConfirmingIn My Mind’s EyeFeathersI Have a PurposeLeaf Study 1Hanging

Jewels 1Honey DippersFeathered CsMeanderingTangledValentine Flower Zen

DoodleWildGreen Zen EnvyZen MadnessKiss-Kiss Girl 1A Complex Heart With A Hidden

KeyGhost GirlsHenna BrimSerenadeAbundanceGivenWhy Not FlySilenceJust Createpart

twoZen Doodle Artists IlluminatedAlice Hendon, CZTBarbara Simon SartainCatherine

LangsdorfCathy CussonDeborah A. PacéEden M. HuntHeather M. JacksonDr. Lynnita K.

KnochContributorsWhat You NeedSurfaces140-lb. (300gsm) mixed-media paper, vellum

surface140-lb. (300gsm) watercolor paper140-lb. (300gsm) watercolor tile200-lb. (425gsm)

smooth paper2-ply vellum bristol tile60-lb. (130gsm) charcoal paper93-lb. (200gsm) paperartist

marker padartist tilesbristol artist tiles, 100-lb. (215gsm) vellum surfacebristol board,

whitebristol paper including 88-lb. (190gsm) white cover, 96-lb. (205gsm) smooth, 100-lb.

(215gsm) with vellum surface and 110-lb. (235gsm)canvascard stocks: glossy, heavy, 80-lb.

(170gsm) smooth white, 110-lb. (235gsm) whitecartridge paper, thick whitedoodle cards,

squaredrawing paperephemera (e.g., old dictionary page)fine artist’s paper, 100% cotton,

heavy-weight, vellum finishfoamboardmixed-media papermultimedia art paperpaper,

grayplastic matte filmpostcard, blankprintmaking paperscrapbook papersketch pad

papersketchbook papertoned sketch journalwatercolor paperZentangle tiles: tan, white and

apprenticeDrawing Toolsassorted pensassorted pencilschalksmarkers: fine-point et al, black,

glitter, metallic & assorted colorsOther Suppliesacrylic paintsangle and circle

protractorblending stumpcolor wash ink sprayscomputer software: Android HP Touchpad &

Sketchbook Pro by Autodeskcraft foamcraft knifedecorative punchdrafting compasserasers:

white plastic, etc.Gelli Plateoil pastels, water-solublepaintbrushesrulersandpaperspray

fixativestencils (optional)tortillionwatercolorsBreaking FreeCathy CussonIntroductionWelcome!

I hope you’ve rounded up your favorite mark-making implements and sufficient paper, tiles or

other surfaces to work on, because the inspiration you’re going to find on these pages is going

to make it difficult to resist diving right into the Zen Doodle zone!I’m guessing you’re already

aware that the act of doodling holds more value than a finished work, and if you haven’t

discovered that secret already, I’m confident you’ll agree after your first experiment. You see,



the reason we all adore this process is that it needn’t be about improving your skill (though this

can certainly happen naturally through repetition) or about trying to reach some lofty artistic

goal. It’s about relishing where you are right here and now while everything else fades

away.Brittany and I are very excited to bring you this wonderful collection of Zen Doodle art.

We handpicked the most visually yummy pieces in the hope of inspiring you to try taking your

doodling in new directions. Many great artists from the first Zen Doodle book have returned

with great new works, and we’re also thrilled to introduce you to several new artists.The first

and heftiest section of the book features a wide variety of Zen Doodle art to get your wheels

turning and to serve as a jumping-off point for your own doodles. Each artist in this section has

broken down their process into three stages or steps to make it easier for you to see how they

got from start to finish.The second section includes a close-up and personal look at nine Zen

Doodle artists who share themselves with us, offering a look at what inspires them, what their

favorite materials are and why they love to doodle. (Though those of us who’ve tried it are

pretty sure we already know!)We hope you enjoy perusing the pages of Zen Doodle Oodles of

Doodles and use it as an inspiring tool during times when the blank tile seems daunting. Most

important, as contributing artist Deborah Pacé says, “Don’t stress about it, don’t overthink it;

just have fun and play.”Enjoy!—Tonia and Brittanypart oneZen Doodle InspirationWe’ve

selected over forty artists and more than ninety beautiful Zen Doodle works to inspire you in

this first jam-packed section. Each artist happily shares the thought that went into each piece

and a short series of steps to illustrate how their works were created.The variety here is great,

with works ranging from abstract compositions to letterforms, animals, subjects of nature and

expressions of favorite things. While most works are in classic black-and-white, many artists

chose to add color to their pieces—at times just a little and, at others, a lot.Whatever direction

excites you the most, we hope you’ll be inspired to go outside your comfort zone and try

something new. You’re bound to discover a new perspective here. Let the inspiration begin!

Little FlycatcherCatherine LangsdorfSpherical ReflectionAbi Fuller10” × 10” (25cm ×

25cm)Single-layered black ink screen print on thick white cartridge paperI like to think of my

work as a combination of the crazy ideas that pop into my head and my life experiences. Zen

Doodling appeals to me because the final artwork is often nothing like what I’d pictured to

begin with!STEP 1: Using a pencil, begin by sketching a rough quarter of a circle shape to

contain your doodle.STEP 2: Using a thin black fineliner, be imaginative and draw a variety of

shapes such as triangles, circles and other organic forms.STEP 3: Scan your drawing into a

computer and reflect the segment four times. This will give you a precisely circular reflected

form.PatchworkAbi Fuller8” × 12” (20cm × 30cm)Black Stabilo 0.4mm fineliner on white

cartridge paperFor this piece I was inspired by the designs of patchwork quilts with their

mismatch of patterned material. A good Zen Doodle takes time and patience, so don’t rush

your line work—even if your hand is tired. Just take a break!Take every opportunity presented

to you in life, because they will always come back to help you in the future!—Abi FullerSTEP 1:

Begin by drawing a series of shapes on your page in pencil. These shapes will be the negative

space where no drawing will occur.STEP 2: Use wavy lines to divide the page into sections and

fill each one with a different pattern. Try not to use similar patterns next to each other.STEP 3:

Include a lot of detail to make your doodle more interesting, and take your time to plan ideas

on scrap paper before starting.CornucopiaAlice Hendon, CZT31 D2” × 31 D2” (9cm × 9cm)Sakura

Pigma micron 01 pen on 100% cotton, heavy-weight fine artist’s paper with a vellum surface

finish shaded with a Copic marker.Combining various tangle patterns into works of art gives

me focus and purpose. However, finding a starting point can be difficult. Sometimes I challenge

myself by closing my eyes and drawing a looping, swirling line on the paper without looking.



Then I begin tangling what my heart sees when I look at the lines. I encourage you to do the

same whenever you’re in a Zen Doodling rut.To draw, you must close your eyesand sing.—

Pablo PicassoSTEP 1: With pencil in hand, close your eyes and draw a continuous, random

line on your paper. Your line can be curvy and swirly or straight and linear. This line is going to

loosely divide your tangles.STEP 2: In one section, draw alternating bands of small circles and

arcing double lines.STEP 3: Along part of the dividing line, draw half moons and smooth out

the hard corners with curves filled with ink.Visit for some bonus step-by-steps from this artist!

Bird of PrayCatherine Langsdorf81 D2” × 81 D2” (22cm × 22cm)Sakura Pigma micron 01 and 005

pens and soft pencil on bristol paperThis piece started with the outline of Pablo Picasso’s Dove

of Peace. After completing the border of the dove, I randomly placed patterns inside it. I enjoy

the process of reacting to the lines and making design decisions while in the creative zone. I

am amazed—and usually pleased—at how something unplanned turns out. I find that this style

of art goes a far way to bolstering my artistic confidence.Art and these types of art pieces can

be a wonderful spiritual journey if you silence yourself and pay attention.—Catherine

LangsdorfSTEP 1: Start with the outline of the focal image. Add a strong pattern to create an

outline of the shape that will set the image apart from the detailed background. For this piece, I

chose a simple stripe but made sure to curve each one to help give depth to the image.STEP

2: Add any additional elements that other patterns will need to work around. In this image, I

wanted some olive branches to help carry out the theme of peace.STEP 3: Fill in the main

image with various patterns. For a harmonious texture, stick with doodles that are similar and

are created with curvy lines. To achieve gentle transitions within the design, let one pattern

build upon the previous pattern without harsh divisions.Eye SpyAlice Hendon, CZT31 D2” ×

31 D2” (9cm × 9cm)Sakura Pigma micron 01 pen,Derwent Inktense pencils,Faber-Castell Pitt

artist pens,Copic Atyou Spica penson 100% cotton, heavy-weight fine artist’s paper with a

vellum surface finishI was experimenting one day, drawing different variations of grass, and

before I knew it, these fun little guys just appeared among the blades. I realized they were

taking on the appearance of people and critters, so I just ran with it. I gave them little hats that

are combinations of a couple different tangles, and was it ever fun! I see two humans and at

least a couple of critters. Can you find them?Never let anyone dull your sparkle.—Alice

Hendon , CZTSTEP 1: Draw a series of waving, wiggling and wormy grasslike shapes across

the bottom. They can overlap or cross behind one another. Make the top of each blade a bit

round and bulbish.STEP 2: Layer a series of curved arcs atop each bulb, going from larger to

smaller in size. These will have the appearance of stocking caps.STEP 3: Look at each of the

blades. What do you see? Can you spot a person? Can you spot a critter? Embellish

accordingly and have fun! (In my example I see Harry Potter, Waldo, a flamingo and a

worm.)GraceAmanda Trought11” × 8” (28cm × 20cm)Pen and ink, ProMarker pens, metallic

markers on watercolor paperI have always been interested in drawing faces of iconic religious

images and wanted to capture one while using Zen Doodling elements. While drawing a simple

image, the beauty begins to come out as different patterns are added. Because of the detail, it

is important to break it down and create multiple layers. Doing this allows your art to become a

great therapeutic activity as you move from one section to another.Shine your light on the world

each and every day.—Amanda TroughtSTEP 1: Begin with a very simple pencil drawing (your

choice). It helps to think about the process in layers—adding as much or as little as you

wish.STEP 2: Using a black pen, go over your pencil lines. Add extra lines or patterns where

you feel inspired, and make some lines thicker than others. Try adding bright colors to random

areas that will later be highlighted as you go over them with a black pen.STEP 3: Start adding

shapes to your image. Then add the halo around the head area and a design on the



dress.Under the SeaMaria Mercedes31 D2” × 31 D2” (9cm × 9cm)white bristol boardSakura Pigma

Micron 02 and 03pens in black on tileFor this title I was inspired to create the underwater world

of a mermaid.Walk in the direction of your dreams. They are waiting for you to claim them.—

Maria MercedesSTEP 1: With a pencil, lightly draw half of a head and a face on the tile.STEP

2: Begin laying out her wavy hair with a free-motion movement, as if simulating the waves of

the ocean.STEP 3: Add different-sized bubbles and fill them in with your favorite doodles and

patterns. Once the drawing is complete, use an eraser to remove all pencil lines.Upside Down

catsCandy Taylor Tutt31 D2” × 31 D2” (9cm × 9cm)Fine-point markers on Strathmore 400

watercolor paper tileSince we have numerous cats lounging about the house, I focused on

doodling a cat silhouette. Then I decided to arrange two images in a yin-yang layout.Life is too

short—go make art and enjoy yourself.—Candy Taylor TuttSTEP 1: Draw a template on glossy

cardstock. Make sure it fits inside one half of the tile space. After cutting it out, carefully trace it

onto the paper using a no. H pencil. One should be right-side up and the other upside down.

Their tails should meet in the middle.STEP 2: Go over the outline using a pen or marker.STEP

3: With the pencil, draw details inside the cat outlines. Use spirals, borders and various leaf

patterns for inspiration. Then use pens and markers to ink everything in.HeartsAnnie

Sanderson31 D2” × 31 D2” (9cm × 9cm)Sakura Pigma micron ink and pencil shading on Zentangle

tileWhat do Valentine’s Day and a Zentangle class have in common? They were the theme and

inspiration that motivated me to create Hearts. I created this design using some of the

techniques and tangle patterns that were introduced to me in this serendipitous art class on

Valentine’s Day.Every artist dips his brush in his own soul and paints his own nature into his

pictures.—Henry Ward BeecherSTEP 1: Using a soft no. 2 pencil, lightly mark four corners with

dots. Connect them to create the border of the tile. Within the border, draw random string

designs by creating hearts in opposing corners.STEP 2: With a micron 03 pen, darken the

hearts. For the center of the design, create a Hollibaugh pattern. Start in the foreground and

work toward the background, drawing lines to form cylinders that go in different directions.

Make them as wide or narrow as you desire.STEP 3: Using a micron 01 pen, fill the

background with dots, starting from the corners until the whole area behind the cylinders is

covered. Repeat the process in random areas for a darker effect. With a no. 2 soft pencil,

shade one side of the two top cylinders for depth.Comedy-Tragedy Zen MasksAnnie

Sanderson11” × 14” (28cm × 36cm)Bristol vellum surfaceSakura Pigma micron ink andpencil

shadingGreek theatrical masks are well-known in the world of art and were used in ancient

plays to express the characters’ emotions. As I began experimenting with the different tangle

patterns, I thought adding doodles to the masks would create a dramatic effect. The

combination of black and white, the detail in the variety of these unique patterns and the

shading combined to add great theatrical depth.The aim of art is to represent not the outward

appearance of things but their inward significance.—AristotleSTEP 1: Lightly border the tile

with a no. 2 soft pencil and draw the outline of the mask with a micron 03 ink pen. Also outline

different areas on the mask where you want to draw additional tangle patterns.

One Zentangle A Day: A 6-Week Course in Creative Drawing for Relaxation, Inspiration, and

Fun (One A Day), The Book of Botanical Tangles: Learn Tangles and Line Drawings to Create

Your own Botanical Art, Zentangle Dingbatz: Patterns & Projects for Dynamic Tangled

Ornaments & Decorations, The Beauty of Zentangle: Inspirational Examples from 137 Tangle

Artists Worldwide, Zentangle® Sourcebook: The ultimate resource for mindful drawing,
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Zentangle: The inspiring and mindful drawing method, Zentangle Basics, Expanded Workbook

Edition, Mandala Zentangle: The Mindful Way to Creativity, Zen Doodle Unleashed: Freeform

Tangle Art You Can Draw and Color, Botanical Line Drawing: 200 Step-by-Step Flowers,

Leaves, Cacti, Succulents, and Other Items Found in Nature, Painting Animals in Watercolour,

How to Draw Fun, Fab Faces: An Easy Step-by-Step Guide to Drawing and Coloring Fun

Female Faces, DOODLE ART HANDBOOK: The Non-Artist’s Guide in Creative Drawing,

Creating Mandalas: How to Draw and Design Zendala Art, Creative Watercolor and Mixed

Media: A Step-by-Step Guide to Achieving Stunning Effects--Play with Gouache, Metallic

Paints, Masking Fluid, Alcohol, and More! (Art for Modern Makers), Watercolor in Nature: Paint

Woodland Wildlife and Botanicals with 20 Beginner-Friendly Projects, Expressive Sketchbooks:

Developing Creative Skills, Courage, and Confidence, Paint Mojo - A Mixed-Media Workshop:

Creative Layering Techniques for Personal Expression

Jen Chi, “A must have for any would-be doodler!. Very imaginative and inspirational! This book

is full of tips, techniques and unique ideas to kick-start the creative process! The designs are

not overly challenging and are a calming influence during stress or before bed. A must have for

any would-be doodler!”

Leah, “I use these to teach my students and they love the books and find them helpful. Lots of

neat patterns to use. I use these to teach my students and they love the books and find them

helpful.”

Holly K. Peters, “Five Stars. CRAZY GOOD”

Avataress59, “Four Stars. nice designs but not a lot new from other books.”

Terry Moody, “Th I love to doodle and this has some really great patterns .... Th I love to

doodle and this has some really great patterns in it.is book is wonderful.”

Micjop, “Five Stars. I love tangling and I love this book. It has lots of patterns and ideas.”

francesca mezzatesta, “Ottimo rapporto qualità prezzo. Corrisponde alla descrizioneMe

l’aspettavo più semplice ma almeno ha zentangle di base da cui partireNon mi interessano le

opere complesse presentate e che non riuscirò mai a disegnareNel complesso sono

soddisfatta”

Kimberly Duncan, “Lots of tangles to work with.. Used book arrived in good shape. Great

delivery effort.  Lots of great detail and techniques to study.  Info on shading them too.”

Ebook Tops-Kunde, “Schöne Motive. Dieses Buch zeigt nur wenig neue Muster, dafür jedoch

fertige Zendoodle, die zum Nacharbeiten anregen. Auch für Nichtmaler geeignet, die sich

schöne Motive anschauen möchten.”

redrose, “Five Stars. beautiful artwork.  really enjoyed this”

Aggie, “Four Stars. Great to see lots of other people's ideas in one book.”



The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 96 people have provided feedback.
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